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Tools Required
● Soldering Iron

● Solder

● Flush cutters

● Popsicle sticks

● Card Scraper

● Tweezers

● Safety glasses

● Wire strippers (optional)

● Solder Paste/Heat gun (for reflow assembly if desired)

Kit Inventory
● 1 - Circuit Board (PCB) (#1)

● 1 - CR2032 Battery Holder (#2)

● 1 - CR2032 Battery (#3)

● 1 - Solder Stencil (#4)

● 2 - Light Emitting Diodes (LEDs)(#5)

● 2-  10uf Capacitors (#6)

● 2 - 1k ohm resistors (#7)

● 2 - Transistors (#8)

● 2 - 33k ohm resistors (#9)

● Optional: Leaded Solder Paste

Caution!
● Adult supervision required - assembling

this kit requires the use of hot and sharp tools which should only be used with adequate adult

supervision and guidance.

● Wear safety glasses when assembling this kit. Clipped leads can shoot away quickly and cause

eye injury.

● This kit and the solder you are using may contain lead. Wash hands thoroughly after assembling

and do not eat while working or ingest any kit materials.
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● Always ensure your work area is clean and safe. Never leave a hot or sharp instrument

unattended.

TIP: Never soldered before? Checkout the excellent guide at

https://www.makerspaces.com/how-to-solder/ for some tips!

Need to desolder? Checkout this guide:

https://www.instructables.com/id/The-Ultimate-Guide-to-Desoldering/

No Stencil or Solder Paste? Here are some Hand soldering guides for surface mount components:

https://josepheoff.github.io/posts/howtosolder-11soldersmdpassive

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hoLf8gvvXXU

We recommend reading through all assembly instructions and locating all components before beginning!

Assembly
1. Using the kit contents checklist - layout and inventory your kit. Make sure you have all  parts

before beginning!

2. The first stage in populating surface mount components is to add solder paste via the included

stencil.

(If you would like to hand solder these components, that can be done with tweezers and an iron

as well instead.)

Tape the PCB down to a flat surface. Be sure to avoid covering up the target component

footprints (R1, R2, R3, R4, Q1, Q2).
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3. Lay the stencil over the PCB until all the holes line up evenly with the footprints. Carefully hold

down the aligned stencil and tape the top and bottom down.

4. Next you will cover the footprints generously with room temperature solder paste. Use an old

card as a squeegee and squeegee across the stencil. This process is similar to silk screening a

t-shirt logo. Paste should be left only on the desired component footprints.
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5. You will now carefully peel back the tape holding the stencil down, and gently lift it off of the

pcb. This process (steps 3-5) may take a few attempts to get an even layer of paste on all the

footprints. Your blinky should now be properly pasted and ready for components.
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SMD Population
6. It’s time to start placing the surface mount devices (SMD)! Start by locating both of your 1k

resistors. Resistors like these are not polar and can be placed in any orientation as long as each

side of the resistor is touching a corresponding copper pad, and the black side is facing up. Using

a pair of tweezers, gently place 2 of them onto the footprints labeled R1 and R4. View the image

below for their locations.
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7. Locate your 33k resistors and place them onto the footprints labeled R2 and R3 in the same

manner as the previous step. Again, these are non-polar components.
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8. The final SMD components that we will place are the transistors. The corresponding footprints

for these parts are labeled Q1 and Q2. There is only one way that these can be placed onto the

PCB.
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All of the SMD components are now placed and the PCB is ready to be reflowed. This can be done in

multiple ways. While it is common in large production to use a dedicated reflow oven with 4 or more

different temperature zones and a conveyor to move the PCBs through them, the same thing can be

done carefully with a heat gun or a toaster oven.  Solder generally has a reflow temperature profile that

specifies what temperature they should be at during the reflow timeline. In industrial operations, this is

very important, but for learning how to reflow we can relax a bit more as long as we don’t burn the PCB!
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Heatgun Reflow Process
9. Using a heat gun to reflow your PCB is a less precise method, but often works much faster for

low component quantity PCBs. Set your heat gun to about 350°C and set the air flow to a low

setting to avoid blowing components off of the PCB. Move the heat gun back and forth slowly

over the components until the paste changes from a dull gray to its shiny silver melted state.

After the paste has melted, continue to apply heat for about 5 seconds to ensure it has properly

reflowed. Repeat this process for each component until all of them have reflowed.

Note: Any crooked parts placed on the board will be pulled into line by the surface tension of the

melted solder, so long as all component contacts are touching their respective footprint pad. If

there is not good contact before reflowing, or if there are uneven quantities of paste between

pads, your component may be pulled harder by one pad, pulling it into an upright position. This

is called tombstoning and is fixed by reflowing the solder again with the heat gun, and using a

pair of tweezers to push down the part onto the disconnected pad.

Correct:                                                          Tombstoned:
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Toaster Oven Reflow Process
CAUTION: DO NOT USE AN OVEN USED FOR FOOD, THIS PROCESS IS TOXIC.

10. This alternate method of reflowing is a little bit more precise, but takes more care as a mistake

can burn your board, rendering it useless. For this method we will replicate the same process as

a standard reflow oven. By using a timer and a temperature sensor to monitor and adjust our

oven, we will match the reflow chart for our paste as accurately as possible.

Here is a four stage reflow process to follow for leaded solder paste:

(Modeled after the SMD291AX250T4 solder paste)

1) Preheat: 0°C - 150°C over two minutes

(302°F)

2) Soak:  150°C - 183°C over 1.5 - 2 minutes

(361°F)

3) Reflow: 183°C - 220°C over 30 seconds

(428°F)

4) The PCB should reflow at some time within step three. Watch closely for when the board

has fully reflowed and turn off the oven after 5 seconds. Leave it to cool for 1 minute,

and then open the door.

Note:

● If available, use a smoke absorbing filter when opening the door to eliminate fumes from the

solder flux.

● Do not remove the PCB until the board is cool enough to pick up by hand. Picking up the board

too soon may mean your solder is still molten and your parts will slide off.
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Through Hole (THD) Population

11. You will now begin hand-soldering all of the Through Hole Devices (THD).

Start by locating the two electrolytic capacitors.

12. This component is polar. Though it will fit in its place in two different orientations, only one will

function properly. Electrical components, like this one, will often have an identifying feature to

help with proper placement when building a PCB assembly. In the case of electrolytic capacitors

this mark commonly takes the form of a grey or white strip with a minus sign, identifying the

negative lead of the capacitor. Place the two capacitors into the footprints labeled C1 and C2.

Orient them so that the negative lead is opposite to the positive marking on the footprint.

13. Flip over the PCB. Pull the leads tight and bend them out as pictured. Solder the connections and

clip the leads. If a bridge of solder forms between the two leads, use the iron to remelt and try

to separate them completely.
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14. Locate the two LEDS.  LEDs are polar components. Their orientation is marked with a flat edge on

the LED, and/or a short lead. The shorter lead closest to this edge is the Cathode, and is

connected to the negative side of the circuit. For our purpose, you can simply match the flat

edge on the LED to the flat line of the footprint. Solder these components.
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15. Next, locate your battery and battery holder. The battery holder is a polar part as well. The

Battery holder itself has a clear + sign, identifying the positive connection; however, The

footprint (BT1) for this part has no identifying mark.

So what do you do? Well, a good place to start is following the traces from the copper pads and

seeing where they go. With the LEDs oriented at the top, looking at the left battery connection

pad, we can see a trace running to the positive connection for our optional external power wires.

So in this orientation, we know that our left copper pad must also be the positive connection.

16. Hold the battery holder in place, with the positive connection matching our determined positive

pad, and solder the connections. Exercise caution when doing this, as the battery contacts

within the holder will get very hot!
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Pop the battery into place and your blinky should shine!

Remember, it is important to wash your hands after working with electronics. Check out the Center for

Disease Control’s website on how to wash your hands! https://www.cdc.gov/handwashing/

If you are having trouble:

● Check your connections for unsoldered or bridged solder joints. The pads should be fully covered

with no exposed copper.

● Make sure all parts are soldered on in the correct orientation.

● Make sure the power wires are soldered on correctly.

● Make sure the outlet you are plugging into has power.

● If you are using a battery, ensure the positive connection point on the battery holder is folded up

touching the edge of the CR2032, and not bent down touching the bottom.
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How it Works
As soon as a power supply is applied to this circuit, the blinky begins to alternate lighting the LEDs. This

circuit utilizes some clever analog design tricks to do this with no programming and no computer. In this

case, transistors Q1 and Q2  are acting like switches. When a voltage is applied to the “Gate” pin, the

switch is activated, allowing current to flow through the other two pins. The activation of these switches

is being accomplished by two corresponding capacitors for each transistor. C1 and C2 are capacitors that

store and release energy like a tiny battery. When one capacitor has reached the desired saturation

voltage required to activate the transistor, the transistor is switched to an on state. This allows voltage to

flow through the LED above it, lighting it up and simultaneously starting the charging process of the

other capacitor. This process repeats back and forth creating the continuous blinking pattern!  The speed

of this system is controlled by current limiting resistors R2 and R3. They limit the rate at which the

capacitors charge. A high resistance would result in a slower flash rate, and a lower resistance would

produce the opposite effect, charging the capacitors to the saturation voltage more quickly.
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Find an Error or Omission?

Please make us aware of any errors, omissions, or improvements to this document by emailing

support@leemangeophysical.com - your help makes this document more useful for everyone

and you will receive a free Leeman Geophysical Hail Ruler!

WARNING: This product contains chemicals known to the State of California to cause

cancer and birth defects or other reproductive harm.

WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD – Product contains small parts. Not suitable for

children under 3 years.
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